


Welcome to Week 3 of our 
Sea and Shore Explorers topic!

We hope that the children really enjoyed our
second week learning about ‘The Lighthouse
Keeper’s Lunch’. We have loved seeing all of the
fantastic learning that the children have done at
home and school. Thank you for all that you are
doing to support us. Please keep sending photos
and videos to our class email address, so that we
can write a feedback message to your child. We
hope that you have a wonderful week imagining
being at the beach in Cornwall!

Our email address is zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk

Mrs Abi  Rich, Mrs Sam Midgley 
and Mrs Jemma Finney

mailto:zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk


Where is Cornwall?

This week we will be writing about the seaside in Cornwall, at 
different times of the year.  You may have been to Cornwall on 
holiday.  Mrs Rich used to go there lots when she was little, 
because her Granny and Grandad lived there.  They lived in a 
little white house near the sea.  Mrs Rich’s Granny used to like 
cooking, just like Mrs Grinling!   

This is a map of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland.  We live in a country called England, which 
is part of this.  We live in a county called Wiltshire.  Cornwall 
is at the bottom of the map, on the left.  It is a very beautiful 
place, with lots of beaches and countryside. The blue around 
the sides of the map is the sea.  Did you know that we live on 
an island?

Wiltshire, where we live.

Cornwall



Mind-map for the seaside in the summer

This week we will be comparing the seaside in Cornwall at different times of the year.  We are going to write setting 
descriptions, as if we were writing the start of two different stories set at the seaside in the summer and the winter.

First
Watch this video of Porthcurno beach, in Cornwall, in the summer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS59lZ8jF8s.
Then watch the video of Mrs Rich showing you how to make a mind-map of words about the seaside in the summer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXWScOinc6Y&feature=youtu.be.
This part of the session lasts around 20 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to make a mind-map of words for the seaside in summer, using the pictures and 
questions on the next few pages to help you.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s mind-map and some mind-map 
paper to write on, if you have a printer.  If not, ask an adult to help you to draw the mind-map.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 1

Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS59lZ8jF8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXWScOinc6Y&feature=youtu.be


Pictures of beaches in Cornwall in the summer (page 1)

Things to think about

• What words can you think 
of to describe the sea, sky, 
sand and weather in these 
pictures? 

• What words can you think 
of to describe the way the 
water moves, and what it 
is like when it gets to the 
beach and rocks?

Remember that you can 
watch the video of 
Porthcurno again 
for more ideas.



Pictures of beaches in Cornwall in the summer (page 2)

Things to think about

• What are people 
wearing?

• What might people 
do in the sea and on 
the beach in 
summer? 

• What would you 
hear?

Remember that you can 
watch the video again for 

more ideas.



The seaside in the summer

weather 

sea 
sky

clothes activities

sounds

sand



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video





Using similes to improve our descriptions of the seaside in the summer

First
Watch Mrs Rich’s video where she explains what a simile is and makes her description of the seaside in summer 
even better, by using similes:  https://youtu.be/cSbqdtelVK4.
This lasts around 10 minutes, plus discussion time.

Then
Add some similes to the sentences about the seaside in summer. There is also an explanation of the word ’simile’, 
as well as pictures of things that are blue, turquoise, yellow and calm, to help you to think of simile ideas, and a 
photo of Mrs Rich’s writing.  There is some paper with bits of sentences to help you, if you have a printer.  If not, 
you can copy these out.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 2

Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 

https://youtu.be/cSbqdtelVK4


What is a simile?
A simile is a way of  describing something by saying it is like something else.  

We can use the words ‘like’ or ‘as’.

The car was as fast as a cheetah. The night was black like a raven, with stars that 

sparkled like diamonds.



blue like a… 

Can you think of any other things that are blue or turquoise? 

turquoise like a… 



The sea was as calm as… as gentle as…

Can you think of any other things that 
are calm or gentle?



The sand was as yellow as… as soft as…

Can you think of any other 
things that are yellow or 

soft like the sand?



Making our description of a seaside in summer even better by adding similes

The sea was ______________________ like a _____________________.

The sea was as ____________________ as a ______________________.

The sky was ______________________ like a _____________________.

The sand was as ___________________ as a ______________________.



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Using our mind-maps and simile ideas to write a setting description
about the seaside in the summer

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich showing you how to use your mind-map and similes to write 
sentences about the seaside in the summer: https://youtu.be/HWkuH_kn020
This lasts around 5 minutes, plus discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences about the seaside in summer.  There is paper 
to print, if you have a printer.  Mrs Rich’s writing is on the page after that.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 3

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/HWkuH_kn020




Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Mind-map for a the seaside in the winter, with similes

First
Watch this video of Porthcurno beach, in Cornwall in stormy weather:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvFnUDyRFG8. This lasts around 15 minutes.
Then watch Mrs Rich show you how to make a mind-map of words and similes to do with the 
seaside in winter: https://youtu.be/S2bButKzmE8.  This lasts around 20 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to make a mind-map of words for the sea in winter, using the 
pictures and questions on the next page to help you.  We would like you to include some similes for 
the sea and sky in your mind-map.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s mind-map, pictures to help 
you to think about your similes and a mind-map to write on, if you have a printer.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 4

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvFnUDyRFG8
https://youtu.be/S2bButKzmE8


Pictures of beaches in Cornwall in the winter (page 1)

Remember that you 
can watch the 
video again for 

more ideas.

Things to think about

• What words can you think 
of to describe the sea, the 
sky and the weather? 

• What does the sea remind 
you of?

• What does the sky remind 
you of?

• What words can you think 
of to describe the way the 
water moves,  and what it 
is like when it gets to the 
beach and rocks?

• What sounds would you 
hear?



Pictures of beaches in Cornwall in the winter (page 2) Things to think about

• What are people wearing?

• What might people do at the 
seaside in the winter? 

• What does the sand look like?

Remember that you can 
watch the video about 

Porthcurno again 
for more ideas.



The sea was 
grey like a… 



The sea was as 
loud as a… 



The seaside in the winter

weather 

The sea was ______________________

like___________________________.

clothes activities

sounds

sand

The sky was ___________________

like__________________________.



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Using our mind-map and simile ideas to write sentences 
about the seaside in the winter

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich showing you how to use your mind-map and similes from yesterday 
to write sentences about the seaside in the winter. https://youtu.be/BUMcm8Z8v3c

This lasts around 15 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences about the seaside in winter.  There is paper 
to print, if you have a printer.  Mrs Rich’s writing is on the page after that.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 5

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/BUMcm8Z8v3c




Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Phonics

Activities
Please work through the sounds, words and sentences in our separate 
Phonics Week 3 document, which is on the school website. 
There are 5 sessions.  

• This week will be reading words with these sounds: qu, er, ur, oi.

• We will be learning to read these tricky words: one, when, out, were, there.



Spelling / Handwriting Session 1 (15 minutes)

How to write ‘you’

Session 1: Watch these videos for ‘you’

You song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvxrXx2SrsY

You animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkyXaIWKs9A

Then log into Letterjoin, using the guide on the next two pages. Ask an adult to type ‘you’ into the Wow 
Fun option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to 
write, such as: writing with an upside down wooden spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; using wet 
brushes on a patio or dry wall; with paint on the end of a cotton bud.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvxrXx2SrsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkyXaIWKs9A


How to access Letterjoin at home



You can also learn all of these sounds and letters from this week by using the WOW FUN- Magic Words part 
of  www.letterjoin.co.uk.  Type the word or sound and pick a background.  The access instructions are on the 
next page.
For example:

Click here

Type the word or sound 
for your child here

http://www.letterjoin.co.uk/




Spelling / Handwriting Session 2 (15 minutes)

How to write ‘was’ 

Session 2: Watch these videos for ‘was’

Was song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukWsRp0m0Iw 

Was animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uG-F1MVd90w

Then log into Letterjoin, using the guide in this document. Ask an adult to type ‘was’ into the Wow Fun 
option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer. You could also try other ways to write, 
such as: writing with an upside down wooden spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; using wet 
brushes on a patio or dry wall; with paint on the end of a cotton bud.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukWsRp0m0Iw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uG-F1MVd90w




Spelling / Handwriting Session 3 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘they’

Session 4: Watch these videos for ‘they’

They animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdACDGy6UAs

They missing letters song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQswizOXvis

Then log into Letterjoin.  Ask an adult to type ‘they’ into the Wow Fun option. There is also a paper 
worksheet, if you have a printer. You could also try other ways to write, such as: writing with an upside 
down wooden spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; using wet brushes on a patio or dry wall; with 
paint on the end of a cotton bud.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdACDGy6UAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQswizOXvis




Spelling / Handwriting Session 4 (15 minutes)

How to write ‘her’

Session 3: Watch this video for ‘her’

Her animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPER0LTDiDk

Then log into Letterjoin.  Ask an adult to type ‘her’ into the Wow Fun option. There is also a paper 
worksheet, if you have a printer. You could also try other ways to write, such as: writing with an upside 
down wooden spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; using wet brushes on a patio or dry wall; with 
paint on the end of a cotton bud.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPER0LTDiDk




Spelling / Handwriting Session 5 (15 minutes)

How to write ‘all’

Session 5: Watch these videos for ‘all’
All animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpzPDE3iaP4

All missing letters game https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSlcFfUIQuw

Then log into Letterjoin.  Ask an adult to type ‘all’ into the Wow Fun option. If you have a printer and 
would like to use paper instead, there is a handwriting sheet on the page after that. You could also try 
other ways to write, such as: writing with an upside down wooden spoon in glitter or flour on a baking 
tray; using wet brushes on a patio or dry wall; with paint on the end of a cotton bud.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpzPDE3iaP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSlcFfUIQuw




Home Reading
Please go to https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection and select the following two books for your 
child to read this week from their stage. It has been wonderful to receive videos of the children reading these eBooks, so 
please continue to send these to us at the Zebra email address.  

Stage 2: Cat’s Picnic; A Bag of Tricks
Stage 3: On Nok’s Trail; I Win
Stage 4: Alien Adventures; Cat’s Painting
Stage 5: Nok’s Lunch; Nok Gets Homesick
Stage 6: Who Eats Who?: Edward Lear’s Scrapbook
Stage 7: Season Swap; History’s Marvellous Mistake
Stage 8: The Pizza Patch; Beaks and Feet

As well as reading the texts, please use the following ideas to support discussions about what he or she has read:
• Talk about whether he or she likes or dislikes a text, explaining why.
• Stories: Ask your child to re-tell the story in sequence.
• Non-fiction: Ask your child to talk about the key facts that he or she can remember.

There are also activities assigned to your child on www.readingeggs.co.uk.  There are also lots of great stories online, including 
CBeebies Stories. https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection
http://www.readingeggs.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories


Maths Session 1 (20 - 30 minutes)
Doubling numbers 1 - 5 using fingers

First
Join in with this doubling numbers song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9YQ4phTB0E

Then
Listen to this doubling story called ‘Two of Everything’, by Lily Toy Hong.  In this story Mr. and Mrs. 
Haktak discover a mysterious brass pot that doubles whatever is placed inside!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JML_7tsqlmU.  Then watch the video of Mrs Rich showing you 
her magic doubling pot and how you can use your fingers to double numbers 1 – 5: 
https://youtu.be/OHJ7ctZoM88.

Next
If you had a magic pot, what would you put in it?  How many things would come out if the amount 
doubled?  Talk about this and then use your fingers to work out the answers to the questions on the 
next page.  There is one challenge level today.
Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or 
her on Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9YQ4phTB0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JML_7tsqlmU
https://youtu.be/OHJ7ctZoM88
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Mrs Rich’s Magic Doubling Pot!
Mrs Rich put these things in the pot.  How many came out? Use your doubling fingers to find out.

1 cake went in.

_____ cakes came out!

3 sausages went in.

_____ sausages came out!

2 bananas went in.

_____ bananas came out!

5 toy cars went in.

_____ cars came out!

4 teddy bears  went in.

_____ teddy bears  came out!



Maths Session 2 (20 - 30 minutes)
Doubling numbers by drawing

First
Join in with this counting to 100 song:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugMxz-EaA7E 
Then
Watch Mrs Rich’s video, where she will show you how to play doubling Bingo.  You need to start by 
writing three of these numbers: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.  Muddles will pick a number from 1-5, you will use 
your fingers to double it.  Then you will see if you have that number and then cross it off if you do.   
When you have none left, shout BINGO!  She will then show you pictures of ladybirds and talk 
about doubling the spots:  https://youtu.be/rjy96Un-T_U
Next
Double the number of spots by drawing them on the ladybirds and counting how many there are 
altogether.  There are 3 challenge levels.  If you don’t have a printer, ask an adult to draw oval 
shapes with a line down the middle, with the same number of spots as on the sheet.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or 
her on Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugMxz-EaA7E
https://youtu.be/rjy96Un-T_U
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Challenge Level 1

Double the spots by drawing the 
same number of spots on the 
empty side of each ladybird.  

Count them to see what double 
the amount is.



Challenge Level 2

Double the spots by drawing the same 
number of spots on the empty side of 
each ladybird.  

Count them to see what double the 
amount is.



Challenge Level 3

Double the spots by drawing the 
same number of spots on the 
empty side of each ladybird. 

Count them to see what double 
the amount is.



Maths Session 3 (20 - 30 minutes)

First
Join in with this counting fish song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkGg35E3oDw

Then
Watch the video of ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btFCtMhF3iI.
Imagine if there were two caterpillars and they had to share the food! Watch the video of Mrs Rich talking about 
finding half of an amount: https://youtu.be/kfLOUGS6WQ0
She will also show you how to do the next activity, where you will share leaves between caterpillars.  

Next
Draw 2 caterpillars on small pieces of paper.  If you don’t have time to draw, and you have a printer, there are two 
hungry caterpillars to cut out.  Go outside and make a collection of 20 leaves. Share the amounts that it says on 
your worksheet between the two caterpillars, to find half.  There are three challenge levels.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkGg35E3oDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btFCtMhF3iI
https://youtu.be/kfLOUGS6WQ0
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Hungry caterpillars to cut out, if you don’t have time to draw them.



If there are 4 pears and we shared these 
between the 2 hungry caterpillars, they 
would have 2 each.  4 ÷ 2 = 2

The pictures on the next 
few pages show you how 
to share fairly between 2 
caterpillars, so that they 
each get half.  

This is how we would 
write the question and 
answer.



If there are 10 oranges and we shared these 
between the 2 hungry caterpillars, 
they would have 5 each.  10 ÷ 2 = 5



If there are 8 strawberries and we shared 
these between the 2 hungry caterpillars, 
they would have 4 each.  8 ÷ 2 = 4



Challenge Level 1

Share the leaves between 2 caterpillars.  

How many do they have each?

1. 4 leaves =  ________each.  So 4 ÷ 2 =________ 

2. 2 leaves = ________ each.  So 2 ÷ 2 =________ 

3. 8 leaves = ________ each.  So 8 ÷ 2 =________ 

4. 10 leaves = _______ each.  So 10 ÷ 2 =________ 

5. 6 leaves = ________ each.  So 6 ÷ 2 =________ 



Challenge Level 2

Share the leaves between 2 caterpillars.  

How many do they have each?

1. 6 leaves =  _________ each. So 6 ÷ 2 =________ 

2. 10 leaves = _________ each. So 10 ÷ 2 =________ 

3. 8 leaves = __________ each. So 8 ÷ 2 =________ 

4. 12 leaves = _________ each. So 12 ÷ 2 =________ 

5. 14 leaves = _________ each. So 14 ÷ 2 =________ 

6. 16 leaves = _________ each. So 16 ÷ 2 =________ 



Challenge Level 3

Share the leaves between 2 caterpillars.  

How many do they have each?

1. 14 leaves =  ________ each. So 14 ÷ 2 =________. 

2. 12 leaves = ________ each. So 12 ÷ 2 =________. 

3. 18 leaves = ________ each. So 18 ÷ 2 =________. 

4. 20 leaves = _______ each. So 20 ÷ 2 =________. 

5. 16 leaves = ________ each. So 16 ÷ 2 =________. 

Extra challenge!

1. 11 leaves = ______ each and _____ left. So 11 ÷ 2 =____ and _____ left.

2. 15 leaves = ______ each and _____ left. So 15 ÷ 2 =____ and _____ left.



Maths Session 4 (30 minutes)
Sharing between more than 2 groups

First
Join in with the count to 100 ice-cream song.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugMxz-EaA7E

Then
Watch the Number Jacks Fair Shares Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeXTDYS3E-4
This video lasts 15 minutes.  

Next
Have a go at the mini-beast food sharing activity.  There are three challenge levels to choose from. 
If you haven’t got a printer, ask an adult to draw circles and the same numbers of little leaves as on 
your worksheet onto a piece of paper.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or 
her on Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugMxz-EaA7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeXTDYS3E-4
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Challenge Level 1
Share the leaves fairly between the hungry mini-beasts!  Draw small leaves in each circle, crossing one off each time you 
do this.   Write how many each mini-beast has in the answers box.

My answers

How many leaves does 
each mini-beast have?

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

4.3.

2



Challenge Level 2
Share the leaves fairly between the hungry mini-beasts!  Draw small leaves in each circle, crossing one off each time 
you do this.   Write how many each mini-beast has in the answers box.

My answers

How many leaves does 
each mini-beast have?

1.

2.

3.

4.

4.

1.

3.

2.



Challenge Level 3
Share the leaves fairly between the hungry mini-beasts!  Draw small leaves in each circle, crossing one off each time 
you do this.   Write how many each mini-beast has in the answers box.

My answers

How many leaves does 
each mini-beast have?

1.

2.

3.

4.

4.

2.

3.

1.



Maths Session 5 (20 - 30 minutes)

Sharing Money
First
Join in with this counting to 100 song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugMxz-EaA7E

Then
Watch the video of Mrs Rich sharing money between three dolls and showing you what this looks like written 
down, using the division symbol: https://youtu.be/5B6lbx9yEJk.

Next
Ask an adult if you can borrow twenty-five 1p coins.  If they don’t have any,  ask them to cut the 1ps out from 
this guide (just cutting a square around each coin is fine), or find some small things to pretend to be money, 
such as pieces of pasta or Lego.  Put the coins in a line to check that you have enough.  Granny has given the 
children some money to share at the beach, to buy things from the beach shop.  Find out how much money 
they will get each.  You can share the money between the pictures of the children on your worksheet, or use 
your toys to pretend to be the children.  There are 3 challenge levels.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugMxz-EaA7E
https://youtu.be/5B6lbx9yEJk
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Challenge level 1
Share the amounts of money fairly between the children

1. 8p ÷ 2 =

2. 12p÷ 2 =

3. 10p ÷ 2 =

4. 16p ÷ 2 =

5. 14p ÷ 2=

Tom Sam



Challenge level 2
Share the amounts of money fairly between the children

1. 6p ÷ 3 =

2. 9p÷ 3 =

3. 3p ÷ 3 =

4. 12p ÷ 3 =

5. 15p ÷ 3 =

Tom SamBen



Challenge level 3
Share the amounts of money fairly between the children

1. 12p ÷ 3 =

2. 18p ÷ 3 =

3. 15p ÷ 3 =

4. 24p ÷ 3 =

5. 21p ÷ 3 =

Ben Tom Sam





Understanding the World: Going to the beach

First
Watch this video about going to the beach. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OHjX-h0qEY

Then
Talk to an adult about what you think you would 
take to the beach on a sunny day.  Draw, make a 
list, or find and take a photo of what you would 
pack.  Remember to think about things that would 
keep you safe in the sun. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OHjX-h0qEY


Seaside Poem Performance

Ask an adult to help you to learn the words to one of  these 

poems off  by heart.  Can you think of  some actions?



Seaside Art

Have you ever found a shell on a beach? There are lots of beautiful shells on 

the beaches in Cornwall.  Watch this video to show you how to draw a scallop 

shell, before colouring it in, or painting between the lines.

There are more pictures to help you on the next page.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnz-fG3ARG8.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnz-fG3ARG8




Music

Our sea themed songs to enjoy this week are:

The Seasons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEPU7va9phs&list=PLZHKo5

y-oYEg_HOnVQgQDgbuevq2KivZR

Click, Click, Dolphin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2-vAyN1uGU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEPU7va9phs&list=PLZHKo5y-oYEg_HOnVQgQDgbuevq2KivZR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2-vAyN1uGU


Physical Development

Joe Wicks P.E. lessons:

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html

Our dance routine to learn this week is:

Crab Walk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NGa0MDxnOE

Our Cosmic Yoga Story for this week is:
Popcorn and the pirates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_0P5grVoyg

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NGa0MDxnOE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_0P5grVoyg

